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Air Force Combat Units of World War II
Randi Barrow is back with another gripping heroic
World War II story about a boy and his best friend, a
German shepherd! In 1941, the Germans began the
long, bloody siege on Leningrad. During the chaos,
twelve-year-old Ivan is sent to live with relatives when
his mother's job is moved to the mountains. But it is a
long and dangerous journey to get out of Leningrad.
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After settling into a new town it falls under Nazi
occupation and Ivan is picked by Axel Recht, an
especially heinous soldier, to come work for the Nazis.
One of Ivan's more pleasant tasks is to train Alex's
dogs. Yet Ivan is determined to use his position to
undermine the Nazis and rescue the dogs. But Ivan
underestimates Axel's attachment to Zasha and Thor,
and soon finds himself being hunted by a ruthless
soldier who will stop at nothing to get his dogs back.
As World War II rages around them, Ivan must find a
way to hide from Axel, protect Zasha and Thor, avoid
the constant barrage of deadly bombings, and survive
in the devastating conditions of a city cut off from the
world.

Zombie Baseball Beatdown
A teenage boy accompanies his father, who has
recently escaped from prison, on a trip that turns out
to be a time of often painful discovery for them both.

Mal and Chad: Food Fight!
Friends Zander, Kambui, LaShonda, and Bobbi, caught
in the middle of a mock Civil War at DaVinci Academy,
learn the true cost of freedom of speech when they
use their alternative newspaper, The Cruiser, to try to
make peace.

The Soda Bottle School
DARNELL ROCK IS not the kind of kid who volunteers
to write for the newspaper—it sounds too much like
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homework. But this is Darnell’s last chance to pull
himself together and make a positive contribution to
his school. At first, Darnell would rather be hanging
out with his sister and his friends. But soon he gets
interested in the Oakdale Gazette. Much to his
surprise, Darnell discovers that people pay attention
to the words he writes. Before he knows it, Darnell
changes from a kid who can’t do anything right to a
person who can make a difference.

Checkmate (the News Crew, Book 2)
In the tradition of Calvin and Hobbes, MAL AND CHAD
is a funny comic-strip graphic novel that makes a
perfect first chapter book! Mal is a kid genius with a
talking dog . . . so why doesn't anyone seem to notice
him? Poor Mal. It's not easy being a kid genius who
wears a lab coat to school ("It's not a bathrobe!").
Megan, his not-so-secret crush, has formed a club
that has a no-boys-allowed policy - especially not Mal,
who would do anything to feel like he belongs.
Fortunately, Mal always has Chad, his talking dog.
When Chad begins having scary dreams, Mal builds a
dream portal to defeat Chad's nightmare beast once
and for all. Something goes wrong, though, and the
beast follows Mal back to reality. Now Megan and her
friends are in danger . . . but Mal is there to come to
the rescue, showing that, just maybe, he's someone
to pay attention to. With kid-friendly humor and a deft
touch, Stephen McCranie continues his breakthrough
series perfect for any kid who's one book away from
either Big Nate or Diary of a Wimpy Kid.
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Darnell Rock Reporting
“Brimming with hard realities about the choices we
make, the friendships we keep, and the unlikely allies
we find along the way, this affecting novel helps to fill
the gaping hole left by Walter Dean Myers’s passing.”
—Booklist “A taut, haunting tragedy.” —Kirkus
Reviews One young man searches for a place to call
home in this gut-wrenching, honest novel from New
York Times bestselling author Wes Moore and cowriter
Shawn Goodman. Elijah Thomas knows one thing
better than anyone around him: basketball. But when
a sinister street gang, Blood Street Nation, wants him
and his team members to wear the Nation’s colors in
the next big tournament, Elijah’s love of the game is
soon thrown into jeopardy. The boys gather their
courage and take a stand against the gang, but at a
terrible cost. Now Elijah must struggle to balance
hope and fear, revenge and forgiveness, to save his
neighborhood. For help, he turns to the most unlikely
of friends: Banks, a gruff ex–military man, and his
beautiful and ambitious daughter. Together, the three
work on a plan to destroy Blood Street and rebuild the
community they all call home. This Way Home is a
story about reclamation. It’s about taking a stand for
what matters most, and the discovery that, in the
end, hope, love, and courage are our most powerful
weapons. From the Hardcover edition.

Fallen Angels
Go back to school with Peppa Pig! This charming,
animated preschool TV show can be seen on Nick Jr.
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Join Peppa and her friends on their class trip to the
top of the mountain. What fun things will they find?
This title is perfect for back to school!

Sunrise Over Fallujah
Vietnam. A young American soldier waits for his
enemy, rifle in hand, finger on the trigger. He is afraid
to move and yet afraid not to move. Gunshots crackle
in the still air. The soldier fires blindly into the distant
trees at an unseen enemy. He crouches and waits -heart pounding, tense and trembling, biting back
tears. When will it all be over? Walter Dean Myers
joined the army on his seventeeth birthday, at the
onset of American involvement in Vietnam, but it was
the death of his brother in 1968 that forever changed
his mind about war. In a gripping and powerful storypoem, the award-winning author takes readers into
the heart and mind of a young soldier in an alien land
who comes face-to-face with the enemy. Strikingly
illustrated with evocative and emotionally wrenching
collages by Caldecott Honor artist Ann Grifalconi, this
unforgettable portrait captures one American G.L's
haunting experience.

Somewhere in the Darkness
Presents intricate scenes featuring an old-fashioned,
wooden toy train, and challenges readers to find
specific detail in each picture.

Can You See what I See?
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As the Civil War rages, another battle breaks out
behind the lines. During a long hot July in 1863, the
worst race riots the United States has ever seen erupt
in New York City. Earlier that year, desperate for more
Union soldiers, President Abraham Lincoln instituted a
draft–a draft that would allow the wealthy to escape
serving in the army by paying a $300 waiver, more
than a year’s income for the recent immigrant Irish.
And on July 11, as the first drawing takes place in
Lower Manhattan, the city of New York explodes in
rage and fire. Stores are looted; buildings, including
the Colored Foundling Home, are burned down; and
black Americans are attacked, beaten, and murdered.
The police cannot hold out against the rioters, and
finally, battle-hardened soldiers are ordered back
from the fields of Gettysburg to put down the
insurrection, which they do–brutally. Fifteen-year-old
Claire, the beloved daughter of a black father and
Irish mother, finds herself torn between the two
warring sides. Faced with the breakdown of the
city–the home–she has loved, Claire must discover the
strength and resilience to address the new world in
which she finds herself, and to begin the hard journey
of remaking herself and her identity. Addressing such
issues as race, bigotry, and class head-on, Walter
Dean Myers has written another stirring and exciting
novel that will shake up assumptions, and lift the
spirit. From the Hardcover edition.

This Way Home
In the second book of the CRUISERS series, Walter
Dean Myers explores the world of competitive chess
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as seen through the eyes of a group of middle school
misfits. Sidney Aronofsky is one of the best chess
players under age 16. When he's arrested for trying to
buy drugs, it comes as a total surprise to those who
know him. The expectations of parents, schools, and
tutors pressure the young players. Sidney loves and
wants to play chess, but dislikes the constant
spotlight. He thinks that if he appears to be involved
in drugs he'll be excused from playing on the school's
team. In this book Zander and his creware back, using
the Cruiser school newspaper express their
frustrations and triumphs.

Gregor the Overlander
In a Guatemalan village, students squished into their
tiny schoolhouse, two grades to a classroom.

Finding Zasha
The Cruisers
From beloved author Walter Dean Myers, this original
20-page short story serves as a prequel to his awardwinning novel Monster, which has been read and
loved by millions of readers. Word on the street is
that a robbery is about to go down in Harlem, and
Steve Harmon is right in the middle of it. Everyone is
trying to prove who's the toughest. Steve gets caught
up in the talk and wonders about the difference
between right and wrong. Should he turn these guys
in? Stay quiet? What choice will Steve make? Walter
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Dean Myers was the New York Times bestselling
author of Monster, the winner of the first Michael L.
Printz Award; a former National Ambassador for
Young People's Literature; and an inaugural NYC
Literary Honoree. Myers received every single major
award in the field of children's literature. He was the
author of two Newbery Honor Books and six Coretta
Scott King Awardees. He was the recipient of the
Margaret A. Edwards Award for lifetime achievement
in writing for young adults, a three-time National Book
Award Finalist, as well as the first-ever recipient of the
Coretta Scott King–Virginia Hamilton Award for
Lifetime Achievement. Epic Reads Impulse is a digital
imprint with new releases each month.

Eye of the Crow
In this inventive, fast-paced novel, New York Times
bestselling and Printz Award-winning author Paolo
Bacigalupi takes on hard-hitting themes--from food
safety to racism and immigration--and creates a zany,
grand-slam adventure that will get kids thinking about
where their food comes from. The zombie apocalypse
begins on the day Rabi, Miguel, and Joe are practicing
baseball near their town's local meatpacking plant
and nearly get knocked out by a really big stink. Little
do they know the plant's toxic cattle feed is turning
cows into flesh-craving monsters! The boys decide to
launch a stealth investigation into the plant's
dangerous practices, unknowingly discovering a
greedy corporation's plot to look the other way as
tainted meat is sold to thousands all over the country.
With no grownups left they can trust, Rabi and his
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friends will have to grab their bats to protect
themselves (and a few of their enemies) if they want
to stay aliveand maybe even save the world.

A General History for Colleges and High
Schools
The re-launch of Walter Dean Myers' popular middlegrade series! An alternative school newspaper
published by Zander and his crew is alive and well.
And now there's plenty to report on when LaShonda
steps into the spotlight with her costume designs for
an upcoming play. LaShonda's designs get rave
reviews, but she soon learns that show business is
filled with challenges and choices. LaShonda is forced
to consider what's more important--fame, or loyalty to
her autistic brother. Whether she gets a standing
ovation or the curtain pulled down on her is up to
LaShonda. And she can't help but wonder if her
friends have got her back and will be there for her
whether she's center stage or waiting in the wings.

A Star Is Born
When eleven-year-old Gregor falls through a grate in
the laundry room of his apartment building, he hurtles
into the dark Underland, where spiders, rats and giant
cockroaches coexist uneasily with humans. This world
is on the brink of war, and Gregor's arrival is no
accident. Gregor has a vital role to play in the
Underland's uncertain future.

The Glory Field
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From the Newbery Honor-winning, New York Times
bestselling author—with cover and interior
illustrations by Dan Santat! If you dare, join Jack and
Jill as they embark on a harrowing quest through a
new set of tales from the Brothers Grimm, Hans
Christian Andersen, and others. Follow along as they
enter startling new landscapes that may (or may not)
be scary, bloody, terrifying, and altogether true in this
hair-raising companion to Adam Gidwitz’s widely
acclaimed, award-winning debut, A Tale Dark &
Grimm. An Oprah Kids’ Reading List Pick A Publishers
Weekly Best New Book of the Week Pick For more
twisted tales look for A Tale Dark & Grimm and The
Grimm Conclusion

The Boy who Grew Flowers
Shunned at school because he sprouts flowers every
full moon, Rink Bowagon makes a special pair of
shoes for a classmate who is able to appreciate his
unique abilities.

Checkmate (The Cruisers, Book 2)
Dedicated to the Sailors and Marines who lost their
lives on the final voyage of USS Indianapolis and to
those who survived the torment at sea following its
sinking. plus the crews that risked their lives in rescue
ships. The USS Indianapolis (CA-35) was a decorated
World War II warship that is primarily remembered for
her worst 15 minutes. . This ship earned ten (10)
battle stars for her service in World War II and was
credited for shooting down nine (9) enemy planes.
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However, this fame was overshadowed by the first 15
minutes July 30, 1945, when she was struck by two
(2) torpedoes from Japanese submarine I-58 and sent
to the bottom of the Philippine Sea. The sinking of
Indianapolis and the loss of 880 crew out of 1,196
--most deaths occurring in the 4-5 day wait for a
rescue delayed --is a tragedy in U.S. naval history.
This historical reference showcases primary source
documents to tell the story of Indianapolis, the history
of this tragedy from the U.S. Navy perspective. It
recounts the sinking, rescue efforts, follow-up
investigations, aftermath and continuing
communications efforts. Included are deck logs to
better understand the ship location when she sunk
and testimony of survivors and participants. For
additional historical publications produced by the U.S.
Naval History and Heritage Command, please check
out these resources here: https://bookstore.gpo.gov/a
gency/naval-history-heritage-command Year 2016
marked the 71st anniversary of the sinking and
another spike in public attention on the loss -including a big screen adaptation of the story, talk of
future films, documentaries, and planned expeditions
to locate the wreckage of the warship.

Game
THIS. MEANS. WAR. The explosive conclusion to David
Baldacci's instant #1 worldwide bestselling and awardwinning fantasy series.

Grave Misfortune: The USS Indianapolis
Tragedy
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Bestselling award-winning author Walter Dean Myers
is back with a new book in his acclaimed Cruisers
series. The Cruiser, an alternative newspaper
published by Zander and his crew of middle school
misfits, is alive and well. And now there's plenty to
report on when LaShonda, one of the Cruisers, steps
into the spotlight with her costume designs for an
upcoming play. LaShonda's designs get rave reviews,
but she soon learns that show business is filled with
challenges and choices. LaShonda is forced to
consider what's more important--fame, or loyalty to
her autistic brother. Whether she gets a standing
ovation or the curtain pulled down on her is up to
LaShonda. And she can't help but wonder if the
Cruisers have got her back and will be there for her
whether she’s center stage or waiting in the wings.
With signature humor and thought-provoking
questions, Walter Dean Myers once again delivers a
Cruisers novel that will keep readers at the edge of
their seats, and have them applauding after the
drama ends on the book’s last page.

Guadalcanal: the First Offensive
Excerpt from The Bojabi Tree They ran around the
wood, here and there and everywhere, eating roots
and twigs and any Old scraps they could find. But still
they were hungry. About the Publisher Forgotten
Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com
This book is a reproduction of an important historical
work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work,
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preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases,
an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or
missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We
do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully; any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works.

The Width of the World (Vega Jane, Book
3)
Riot
A classic and highly acclaimed biography of civil
rights activist Malcolm X, ever more relevant for
today's readers.

The Cruisers (The News Crew, Book 1)
From Walter Dean Myers comes a powerful and timely
novel about the heroics and horror of war---a gripping
companion to FALLEN ANGELS. Robin "Birdy" Perry, a
new army recruit from Harlem, isn't quite sure why he
joined the army, but he's sure where he's headed:
Iraq. Birdy and the others in the Civilian Affairs
Battalion are supposed to help secure and stabilize
the country and successfully interact with the Iraqi
people. Officially, the code name for their maneuvers
is Operation Iraqi Freedom. But the young men and
women in the CA unit have a simpler name for it: WAR
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In a Glass Grimmly
Fallen Angels by Walter Dean Myers is a young adult
novel about seventeen-year-old Richie Perry, a
Harlem teenager who volunteers for the Army when
unable to afford college and is sent to fight in the
Vietnam War. Perry and his platoon—Peewee, Lobel,
Johnson, and Brunner—come face-to-face with the
Vietcong, the harsh realities of war, and some dark
truths about themselves. A thoughtful young man
with a gift for writing and love of basketball, Perry
learns to navigate among fellow soldiers under
tremendous stress and struggles with his own fear as
he sees things he’ll never forget: the filling of body
bags, the deaths of civilians and soldier friends, the
effects of claymore mines, the fires of Napalm, and
jungle diseases like Nam Rot. Available as an e-book
for the first time on the 25th anniversary of its
publication, Fallen Angels has been called one of the
best Vietnam War books ever and one of the great
coming-of-age Vietnam War stories. Filled with
unforgettable characters, not least Peewee Gates of
Chicago who copes with war by relying on wisecracks
and dark humor, Fallen Angels “reaches deep into the
minds of soldiers” and makes “readers feel they are
there, deep in the heart of war.” Fallen Angels has
won numerous awards and honors, including the
Coretta Scott King Award, an ALA Best Book for Young
Adults, a Booklist Editors Choice, and a School Library
Journal Best Book. Fallen Angels was #16 on the
American Library Association’s list of the most
frequently challenged books of 1990–2000 for its
realistic depiction of war and those who fight in wars.
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The Get Over
The Battle of Attu, which took place from 11-30 May
1943, was a battle fought between forces of the
United States, aided by Canadian reconnaissance and
fighter-bomber support, and the Empire of Japan on
Attu Island off the coast of the Territory of Alaska as
part of the Aleutian Islands Campaign during the
American Theater and the Pacific Theater and was the
only land battle of World War II fought on
incorporated territory of the United States. It is also
the only land battle in which Japanese and American
forces fought in Arctic conditions. The more than twoweek battle ended when most of the Japanese
defenders were killed in brutal hand-to-hand combat
after a final banzai charge broke through American
lines. Related products: Aleutian Islands: The U.S.
Army Campaigns of World War II is available here: htt
ps://bookstore.gpo.gov/products/aleutian-islands-usarmy-campaigns-world-war-ii-pamphlet Aleutians,
Historical Map can be found here: https://bookstore.gp
o.gov/products/aleutians-historical-map-poster Other
products produced by the U.S. Department of Interior,
National Park Service can be found here: https://books
tore.gpo.gov/agency/national-park-service-nps World
War II resources collection is available here:
https://bookstore.gpo.gov/catalog/world-war-ii

Class Trip (Peppa Pig)
New York Times bestselling author Walter Dean Myers
traveled back to his roots in this memoir that is
gripping, funny, and ultimately unforgettable. Don’t
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miss this memoir by a former National Ambassador of
Books for Young People! As a boy, Myers was quicktempered and physically strong, always ready for a
fight. He also read voraciously—he would check out
books from the library and carry them home, hidden
in brown paper bags in order to avoid other boys'
teasing. He aspired to be a writer (and he eventually
succeeded). But as his hope for a successful future
diminished, the values he had been taught at home,
in school, and in his community seemed worthless,
and he turned to the streets and to his books for
comfort. Here, in his own words, is the story of one of
the most important voices of our time.

The Bojabi Tree (Classic Reprint)
This account of the first victory over Japanese ground
forces, told at the level of companies, platoons, and
even individuals, demonstrates the relationship
between air, ground, and surface forces in modern
warfare.

The Greatest: Muhammad Ali
This is it. Vega Jane's time. She's been lied to her
whole life, so she breaks away from Wormwood, the
only home she's ever known, in search of the truth.
She battles horrors to fight her way across the Quag
with her best friend, Delph, and her mysterious
canine, Harry Two. Against all odds, they survive
unimaginable dangers and make it through. And into
a new world that's even worse. Not because deadly
beasts roam the cobblestones, but because the
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people are enslaved but don't even know it. It's up to
Vega, Delph, Harry Two and their new comrade,
Petra, to take up the fight against a foe that's
unrivaled in savagery and cunning. Not only is Vega's
life and the lives of her friends on the line, but
whether she triumphs or fails will determine whether
a whole world survives. Beloved author David
Baldacci delivers a shockwave of destruction and
shattering revelations in The Width of the World, book
three in his instant #1 global bestselling Vega Jane
series.

A Star is Born (The Cruisers, Book 3)
Sherlock Holmes, just thirteen, is a misfit. His
highborn mother is the daughter of an aristocratic
family, his father a poor Jew. Their marriage flouts
tradition and makes them social pariahs in the London
of the 1860s; and their son, Sherlock, bears the
burden of their rebellion. Friendless, bullied at school,
he belongs nowhere and has only his wits to help him
make his way. But what wits they are! His keen
powers of observation are already apparent, though
he is still a boy. He loves to amuse himself by
constructing histories from the smallest detail for
everyone he meets. Partly for fun, he focuses his
attention on a sensational murder to see if he can
solve it. But his game turns deadly serious when he
finds himself the accused — and in London, they hang
boys of thirteen. Shane Peacock has created a boy
who bears all the seeds of the character who has
mesmerized millions: the relentless eye, the sense of
justice, and the complex ego. The boy Sherlock
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Holmes is a fascinating character who is sure to
become a fast favorite with young readers
everywhere. From the Hardcover edition.

Patrol
Eighth grade is hard enough, but when you're a
Cruiser, you're really put to the test. The launch of a
new middle-grade series from bestselling awardwinner Walter Dean Myers. Zander and his friends,
Kambui, LaShonda, and Bobbi start their own
newspaper, The Cruiser, as a means for speaking out,
keeping the peace, and expressing what they believe.
When the school launches a mock Civil War, Zander
and his friends are forced to consider the true
meaning of democracy and what it costs to stand up
for a cause. The result is nothing they could have
expected, and everything they could have hoped for.

The Stars Below (Vega Jane, Book 4)
The re-launch of Walter Dean Myers's series about a
middle-school crew of newspaper reporters keeps
going strong! Zander and his friends are in trouble -again. The freedom of expression they've enjoyed by
publishing their own school newspaper has spread all
the way to England, where kids from a school "across
the pond" are now contributors to their own school's
most talked-about publication. When photos start to
go alongside the articles written by kids, things get
suspicious. Zander, Kambui, LaShonda, Bobbi -- and a
bunch of students from Harlem's DaVinci Academy
and London's Phoenix School -- come to learn that
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words and pictures in a newspaper don't always tell
the whole story. With his signature on-point pacing
and super-smart characters, award-winning author
Walter Dean Myers's acclaimed series delivers
another awesome book about a group of middleschool misfits who are becoming the coolest kids in
the city.

Oh, Snap!
Drew Lawson knows basketball is taking him places. It
has to, because his grades certainly aren't. But lately
his plan has run squarely into a pick. Coach's new
offense has made another player a star, and Drew
won't let anyone disrespect his game. Just as his team
makes the playoffs, Drew must come up with
something big to save his fading college prospects.
It's all up to Drew to find out just how deep his game
really is.

The Evolution of the Cruise Missile
The late WALTER DEAN MYERS was the 2012-2013
National Ambassador for Young People's Literature.
He was the critically acclaimed New York Times
bestselling author of an award-winning body of work
which includes Somewhere in the Darkness, Slam!,
and Monster. Mr. Myers has received two Newbery
Honor medals, five Coretta Scott King Author Book
Awards, and three National Book Award Finalist
citations. In addition, he was the winner of the first
Michael L. Printz Award.
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Malcolm X: By Any Means Necessary
(Scholastic Focus)
Friends Zander, Kambui, LaShonda, and Bobbi, caught
in the middle of a mock Civil War at DaVinci Academy,
learn the true cost of freedom of speech when they
use their alternative newspaper, The Cruiser, to try to
make peace.

The Cruisers
From his childhood in the segregated South to his
final fight with Parkinson's disease, Muhammad Ali
never backed down. He was banned from boxing
during his prime because he refused to fight in
Vietnam. He became a symbol of the antiwar
movement - and a defender of civil rights. As "The
Greatest," he was a boxer of undeniable talent and
courage. He took the world by storm - only Ali could
"float like a butterfly, sting like a bee!" Muhammad
Ali: Olympic gold medalist, former heavyweight
champion, and one of the most influential people of
all time.

Attu
Follows five generations of an African-American
family, from the capture and enslavement of the first
ancestor, through the Civil War and the end of
segregation, to a troubled cousin's reunion with his
family. An ALA Best Book for Young Adults. Reissue.

Bad Boy
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